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THE ROTARY (S HERE NOW AND



By Patrick Frers (EAA 16476) 108 Guatay Ave. Chula Vista. CA 92011



may lead you to seek a more comprehensive insight into this marvelous powerplant through available literature.



O,' NE THING THAT has kept me puzzled is the fact



It all started with some very old basic concepts previously used in the development of the rotary valve system and the positive displacement pump. On February 1, 1957 Dr. Felix Wankel succeeded in test r u n n i n g a



many extraordinary advantages over the type of reciprocating engines commonly favored for aircraft use. Alternatives to certified aircraft engines are being used in increasing numbers, but their selection seems to be based on whether they "look" like the typical aircraft engine rather than on the basis of dependability, endurance, simplicity and economy of overhaul — characteristics of the rotary that cannot be touched by more



"motorized" version of these systems, the culmination



that our community of aircraft homebuilders has not as yet "discovered" the Wankel rotary engine, with its



"conventional" engines. The neglect of the rotary can no longer be laid to



availability . . . new and used automotive units can be bought almost anywhere in the country. Replacement parts are as close as the nearest auto dealerships. Cost



is not a valid argument against the Wankel as it is now more or less competitive with other mass produced engines of roughly the same horsepower. Maintenance



and overhaul costs can't be factors either because with its fewer internal parts, the Wankel is cheaper to bring back to "like new" condition than other types. THE



INERTIA EFFECT



Perhaps one of the probable causes keeping us from "discovering" the rotary engine is that well known "inertia" effect (something between "persistence of set" and "functional fixedness", as known in h u m a n psychology). As applied in this case . . . we continue using something just because we've been doing it for so long before, or simply "because it's commonly used", thus ignoring possible better alternatives. We may even "know" that there is something better,



but when the time to make a decision arrives, we seem to be "conditioned" to choose the "common, usual" choice as long as it seems adequate . . . not necessarily the best. The fostering of progress has always been out of the



reach of those who do not dare to be different, be themselves, think for themselves. This "inertia" effect is a fact in human psychology, and it often takes independent thinking to break away from it ... and, of course, the information and knowledge to found the break upon. But most "home-builders" are "home-builders" precisely because of their individualistic independence of thinking and acting. Therefore, it could very well be that lack of familiarity with the Wankel is what is keeping us from its advantages. Then, perhaps, the brief information presented here



A CONDENSED HISTORY OF THE WANKEL



of a research program supported by N.S.U. in Germany. This rudimentary but ingenious machine, vaguely resembling today's successful rotary engine at least proved for the first time the feasibility of an engine with the simplicity of a valveless two-stroke without its drawbacks, promising the realization of a dream of a futuris-



tic powerplant with a minimum of moving parts and extreme reliability. It was a beautiful dream . . . and the most beautiful part is that today it is a total reality!! Shortly after the initiation of work with developmental models, another inspired scientist made an important contribution to the study. Professor Othmar Baier of the Technical College of Stuttgart demonstrated theoretically that the shape of the new engine's combustion chamber, arrived at empirically by Dr. Wankel, was in effect and epitrochoid. This paved the way to mathematical analysis for the development of the engine. Dr. Wankel started off working on the assumption that rather than in a reciprocating piston, it was in the smoother and more "logical" motion of a "rotating piston" turning within an epitrochoid envelope that the promise of a realistic combination of displacement and useful compression ratios existed for an engine for the future. After several developmental changes, the engine as we know it today, began to take shape and by as late as 1960 one of the models successfully endured a 1000 hour test at N.S.U.; and then another 1400 hour test in 1963. As the many problems were inexorably conquered, one after the other, finally the most persistent of all — apex seal durability — was solved, too. Prototype engines ran routine tests of 1000 hours without problems, and consumption came down to rates comparable to those of reciprocating four-stroke engines (0.57 Ib./hr./hp at 5000 rpm and 0.5 at 2000 rpm in 1964 tests). In the meantime, of all the firms holding a license agreement, Toyo Kogyo of Hiroshima, Japan (Mazda) proved to be one of the most impressively active and successful by developing a highly remarkable version of the Wankel rotary combustion engine in a relatively short time. Ironically, they had initially been very coldly received by N.S.U. and, in fact, had achieved a license only through the friendly mediation of the then Ambassador of the Republic of West Germany to Japan, Dr. Wilhelm Haas. This was in 1961 — only two years after SPORT AVIATION 59
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The Rotary Is Here and Now - Size 

that our community of aircraft homebuilders has not as yet "discovered" the Wankel rotary engine, with its many extraordinary advantages over the type of recipro ...
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Here is the project schematics 

74HC125 is powered by LC Studio Reader. 3.3V output ... DB1. ED. R/WD. |. No u WNH oooooooo. P11. CONN 8. Ü˜Ü˜Ü˜Ü˜Ü˜ÜŸÜµÜªÜ˜Ü¿Ü¢. CONN_8. P12. |. áŽ B4D. DB5D.
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The dear woman, modest and proper. She is missing from us and her sons were left in bitterness. Passed away on the __ of Av of the year ____. May her soul be ...
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mike wallace is here 

â€œYou can't separate Mike Wallace the persona from Mike Wallace the person,â€� says ... beginning, I reached out to the Wallace estate, and that allowed us to go to.
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Craft & technique: Can you here me now? 

some electrical work involved. nuts & bolts craft & .... work. Locate your intercom on a spot in the panel that's convenient to the pilot, and drill .... WHILE BUILDING. YOUR OWN RV ... â€¢Learn basic sheet metal construction under the supervision ..
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Craft & technique: Can you here me now? 

enough to make you want to stay at ... with more of a shipshape look and ... Music and conversation also stops .... â€¢Learn basic sheet metal construction under.
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compel all three pendulums to write their autographs on smoked paper all the .... all d duration of the earthquakes, and their several phases. The picture on the ... Minnership in the Hawaiian Volcano Research Association is limit l to illions: of l'
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The traditional family is now the preserve of a minority 

and to some extent addressed the gender imbalance that had made the Commons such an unrepresentative forum. Some of the MPs who were elected on this ...
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Your wing is here - Ozone 

Helm auf und geschlossen. 2. Alle SchlÃ¶sser am Gurtzeug zu - checke nochmals die Bein-. 3. schlaufen. Karabiner und SchÃ¤kel geschlossen. 4. Leinen sortiert.
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Your wing is here - Free 

The Enzo uses the same planform as the R10.2/R11. The high aspect ratio design ensures good sink rate, good glide performance and an uncompromising ...
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Spaces and Exchanges TERMINALES 2014-2015 Here is how you 

This text highlighted the phenomenon of reverse brain drain (give the definition) which seems rather new in our globalised world. â€¢. The poem by Benjamin ...
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The Hour Lounge is now on Instagram - Vacheron Constantin 

23 oct. 2017 - THE HOUR LOUNGE IS NOW ON INSTAGRAM 10 years after its initial launch, The Hour Lounge evolves and can now be found on Instagram, ...
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The Hour Lounge is now on Instagram - Vacheron Constantin 

Il y a 6Â jours - THE HOUR LOUNGE IS NOW ON INSTAGRAM 10 years after its initial launch, The Hour Lounge evolves and can now be found on Instagram, ...
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The Beatles - Here There And Everywhere.pdf 

To lead a bet - ter life,. I need my love to be here. (. Moderately slow. Am. G. Am. (. | Here,. There,. Inak - ing each day of the year, run - ning my hands - through ...
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In The Army now 

You'll be the hero of the neighbourhood, nobody knows that you've left for good. ... Shots ring out in the dead of night, the sergeant calls : "Stand up and fight !".
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Here is Endlessness Somewhere Else - TTrioreau 

As beauty is in the eye of the ... use of computational power in art. .... Each entity is thus revealed as being by its very nature insufficient or deficient. It is .... From http://www.cs.tcd.ie/publications/tech-reports/reports.03/TCD-CS-2003-07.pd
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Your wing is here - Ozone :: Paragliders 

It is essential that you read this manual completely, it contains important information that ...... mended service intervals, this is especially important for the lines,.
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Here is Endlessness Somewhere Else - TTrioreau 

use of computational power in art. Lessness and the ... seem to govern the arrangement of phrases within sentences. .... From http://www.cs.tcd.ie/publications/tech-reports/reports.03/TCD-CS-2003-07.pdf .... If you wanted to establish your own identi
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The Case for Rotary Engines 

By the end of the 1960s, Mazda cars showed that rotary .... converter does in a car. David Atkins .... Advanced-Flight-Systems.com Phone:(503) 263-0037. EFIS.
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Installation is now complete Cyclestat Periodic timer 

Note : This unit has been set to perform day only control. For night only or 24-hour control, refer to Optional settings. Note : Ce contrÃ´le est configurÃ© pour opÃ©rer ...
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Installation is now complete Cyclestat Periodic timer 

For night only or 24-hour control, refer to Optional settings. Note : Ce contrÃ´le est configurÃ© pour opÃ©rer le jour seulement. Pour opÃ©rer de nuit ou jour et nuit, voir ...
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Here, there and everywhere 

Here, there and everywhere (Lennon - McCartney - The Beatles). G. Bm. Bb. Am D7. To lead a better life I need my love to be here... G Am7 Bm. C. G Am7. Here,.
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